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If properly cared for, your Horsefield tortoise will provide you with much 
enjoyment in the coming years. It is my goal, with the help of this guide, for 

you to have an easy and pleasant experience with your pet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Background 
 

History 
 

Horsefield’s tortoises, Testudo 
horsfieldi, are from the Mediterranean 
region and are some of the most 
popular of tortoise pets. Over the last 
several decades millions have been 
exported to the US, UK and Asia 
mainly for the purpose of being a pet.  
Because of heavy trade most countries 

now have laws in place to monitor capture and export activates. Many 
countries now, where the Horsefield is popular as a pet, do captive 
breading, which increases the health and survival or this tortoise as well as 
alleviating the natural capturing and exporting taking place in the 
Mediterranean.    
 
They range in the wild living as far along their bordering territory as Iran, 
China, Russia and Pakistan. This tortoise is known for burrowing and 
hibernating for extreme climates.  
 
This tortoise is referred to as several other names including Russian 
tortoise, Central Asian tortoise, Afghan tortoise, Steppe tortoise or Four 
Clawed tortoise.  
 
Their natural habitat consists of hot summers and very cold winters. The 
geography varies from dry steppes and deserts to more lush places where 
grass and vegetation is plentiful.  
 
One useable bit of information from its history is the need for a drier 
climate than a tropical tortoise. We can basically break classify many of 
these similar tortoises into two useful categories; Mediterranean and 
tropical. Tropical tortoises are home to more humidity and moisture in both 
the air and grounds while Mediterranean tortoises are use to a more dry 
and humid climate and ground. Too much moisture in the air can affect out 
our Horsefields respiratory system and too wet of ground can affect the 
bottom of its shell. This will be covered in the next several chapters and 
these climate conditions are the reason for much of the directions ahead.    



 
Genus 

The Horsefield was named after the 
American naturalist Thomas Horsfield.    
Horsefield’s are part of the Testudo 
genus. There are five tortoises total in the 
Testudo genus, which also include the 
Hermann’s, Greek, Kleinmann's, 
Marginated tortoise.  
 

● Horsfield's tortoise (also known as Russian), T. horsfieldii	  

● Hermann's tortoise, T. hermanni	  

● Greek tortoise (also known as Spur-thighed), T. graeca	  

- "Maghreb tortoise", T. (graeca) graeca 

- Greek tortoise, Testudo (graeca) ibera 

- "Persian tortoise", T. (graeca) zarudnyi 

● Kleinmann's tortoise (also know as Egyptian), T. kleinmanni	  

● Marginated tortoise, T. marginata	  

There have been many revisions to the Testudo genus and it is not rock 
solid. Some of the five tortoises within Testudo have been considered 
different taxonomists, but not all have been widely accepted. Most people 
now widely accept the Horsefield tortoise to be in the Agrionemys genus. 
Yet many still refer to Horsefields as Testudo.  

 
Biology  
 
Horsefield’s are usually flat and round with a variety of colors but they are 
usually greenish brown.  
 
The horsfieldii Horsefield’s get up to 28 cm (11 inches) while the 
kazachstanica Horsfield only get up to 20 cm (7.8 inches).  
 



	  

Females grow larger than males. The way you can tell the difference 
between the sexes is that males have longer tails that usually curl and 
females have shorter wider tails.  
 
Tortoise Parts 
 
Carapace - The entire upper part of the shell, all of the scutes  

Plastron – The bottom of the shell 

Scutes – The individual plates 

Marginals – The first layer of scutes at the base 

Supracaudal – The scute right above the tail   

Nuchal – The scute right above the neck 
 

 



Buying 
 

Planning Ahead 
 

Picking your Horsfield tortoise is the first important part. You to plan for the 
future of your pet, like a child, as over the top as it may sound! Horsefield’s 
ranges from 40 to 80 years on average. They are awesome animals and 
deserve great care. 
 
Life Plans 
First, make sure you have room in your life. They live a long time so take 
this long-term aspect into account as well as taking care of your pet on a 
day-to-day basic. Make sure this is something you are interested in for a 
while.  
 
The good news is you don’t have to make an 80-year commitment! You 
definitely need to make sure you are interested in taking care of a tortoise 
long term but you can always find another owner to take care of your pet 
when things may change in your life. It is a great idea to be proactive when 
buying your Horsefield and make a plan to find another owner down the 
road. You could sell, give or include in your will for when your Horsefield 
will need a new owner.  
 
Veterinarian  
This is very important to do before you buy your pet. Locate a nearby 
veterinarian. If possible, locate a reptile veterinarian. This way if a problem 
ever arises you won’t be panicking to find help. Your pet will have the best 
chances of survival if you have a quick predetermined plan of action.  
 
It is a great option to bring your new Horsefield by the your veterinarian to 
check and make sure your new friend is healthy. Nip little problems in the 
bud before they grow into big problems! It is also good to get acquainted 
with your new veterinarian.  
 
Care Giving 
Also, know the housing you will provide your pet before you get him home. 
The exact how-to for food, shelter, hibernation and health are important to 
know before getting your pet and this information is provided in this eBook 
below.  



	  

Where to Buy? 
 
Best Place to Buy From 
● Reptile Shop	  

A local reptile shop is your best bet when buying your Horsefield. 
They specialize in reptiles and are the most knowledgably out of all 
animal retail shops. Most owners and workers are reptile enthusiasts 
and are genuinely passionate about the topic. Face-to-face is the 
optimal way to deal with buying and maintaining your pet. After 
purchasing you can buy all of your needs such as food and housing 
equipment on an ongoing basis and consult with any health issues 
that many arise.   

 
 
Other great Options  
Everyone does not live by a local reptile shop. Here are some other great 
ways to purchase your pet.  
● Local Pet Shop 	  

You can find healthy Horsefields here. The drawback is that many of 
these locations are focused so diversely on all types of pets their 
expertise might not be great on this specific pet.  You can get your 
ongoing maintenance but double check that everything like food etc. 
is correct with resources like this eBook.  

● Breeders	  
This is another great option because breeders usually know a 
tremendous amount about the pets they breed and can bread a very 
healthy one for you. The drawback is that they don’t provide ongoing 
maintenance for supplies and health.  

● Large Pet Shop	  
Most large retailers and franchises can work out well for you. Similar 
to the local pet shop they don’t niche down to any specific type of 
pet, their staff knows a little about many types of pets. You can still 
buy quality pets from these places but be sure to cover “what to 
Avoid.”   

● Reptile shows 	  
Any place where enthusiasts meet up to network can be an excellent 
way to get your pet. Similar to a reptile shop, many people here are 
experts that know what they are talking about and can sell a very 
healthy Horsefield to you.   

 
 
 



What to Look For 
 
 

 
Look For 

 
Avoid 

 
Clear Eyes 

 
Cloudy Eyes 

 
Clean Nose 

 
Mucus/Bubbling Nose 

 
Clean Bum 

 
Bum Showing Buildup/ Residue 

 
No signs of Shell Damage 

 
Visual Shell Damage/ 

Pyramiding 

 
Active/ Alert 

 
Non-responsive/Incoherent 

 
Heavy/Strong 

 
Light/Weak 

 
Clean/Abundant Housing with 

Only Horsefields 

 
Dirty/ Crowded Housing with 

different kinds of tortoises 
(danger!) 

 
Explained  
* Pyramiding – when the scutes (individual pieces that make up the shell)     
  are raised and pointed, resembling a pyramid.    
 
* Heavy - Pick the one out of the bunch that looks big, tough and strong!        
  This is a sign of vitality.  
 



	  

 
 

Origin 
 
Ask and be sure to get to the bottom of what the Horsefield’s history is. 
The highest recommended options are due to having the least chances of 
parasites, diseases or other health issues.  
 
Best Bet 
Captive Bred 
This means that your Horsefield was born in the country that you live in 
and was not shipped in from another country.  This is your best bet 
because there is much less room for error and higher chance you will get a 
pet with no health problems. Nowadays Horsefield’s are captive bred in 
almost all countries. You can find captive bred at a local pet store, reptile 
shop, large pet store, reptile shows and from breeders. 
 
Great Bet 
Long-Term Captive 
Early on in life this type was imported but the majority of his life has been 
in your native country. There are several advantages to this. First, he is a 
proven healthy pet. It is also great to provide a home and care for a 
Horsefield a few to many years old while the previous owner no longer 
wants to or can take care of the pet. Although, you may not want a full 
grown Horsefield. It may resonate with some while others want the “new 
puppy” sensation of having a baby tortoise. 
  
Okay Bet 
Imported 
This is not the safest bet because there is more room for error. Just 
“imported” and not “wild caught” means a captive bread Horsefield in 
another country is being shipped to your country. There are several factors 
that can go wrong. Fast changes in location and environment can be 
devastating. The shipping arrangements can be cramped with a sick or 
different type of tortoise in the same pen. When one tortoise is sick the 
others usually get the illness, which could be parasites or a disease. Stress 
from the move can also produce parasites in your Horsefield.  
 
 
Mediocre Bet  
Online 



With this, you don’t really know what you are getting. You can’t see or 
inspect the Horsefield in person and you also have the shipping factor as 
discussed in “imported.” Many people have successfully received a 
excellent Horsefield but the chances are simply higher of something going 
wrong.     

 
Worst Bet 
Wild Caught   
When a Horsefield is picked from the wild and many times shipped to your 
country from another country has a high risk of health issues like parasites 
and disease. The mortality rate can be very high. This should be highly 
avoided. Always get a captive breed pet over wild caught. Wild caught are 
the least expensive but if is best to pay a bit more now that pay 
veterinarian bills later.  
 
With imported, online and wild caught it is best to have a qualified person 
or veterinarian look over the animal to make sure it is health before 
purchase.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Housing 
 

 

Standard Requirements  
In this section there are 10 commandments that you must follow to allow 
your Horsefield tortoise to be the happiest, healthiest and longest living 
Horsefield he can possibly, in or outdoor.  
 
 



*Set up the housing before you bring your Horsefield home 
 
This is important to work all the kinks out and get the temperature right 
before putting your tortoise in the environment 
 
 
Outdoor 
Eligible 
Housing outdoors is recommended because they are in their natural 
element. Natural sunlight provides calcium metabolism, you can have 
larger areas of housing and you can grow food as well as other live plants. 
If you live in an area with extreme climate it would be best to house 
outdoors either part of the year and then bring your pet indoors or house 
indoor all year.  Reasons to provide indoor housing include excessive rain, 
wind, or extreme temperatures.   
 
Horsefields are use to large temperature changes in nature and can 
handle many temperatures. In the winter they can be in any temperature 
above freezing, 0 Celsius (32 Fahrenheit). The hottest temperature they 
can handle in the summer is 40.5 Celsius (105 Fahrenheit). If your outdoor 
climate is within these ranges then you are able to provide outdoor housing 
all year.  The ideal temperature, when not hibernating is 23.9 to 35 Celsius 
(75 to 95 Fahrenheit).   
 
Horsefields are a Mediterranean tortoise and they do not like excessive 
moisture.  If there is excessive moisture in the air they can endure 
respiratory problems and if there is excessive moisture in the ground and 
substrate they can face shell rot on the bottom of their shell. Horsefields 
are use to more dry and arid conditions as apposed to tropical tortoises 
that can endure such humid conditions.  
 
 
1 Border & Housing 

A border height of 40 centimeters (15.7 inches) is 
good. They can be very talented escape artists so 
good materials are concrete block, wood, tennis 
court fencing or brick.  
 
Bricks and block such as cinder block, cement block, 
concrete and red brick work great. Place them 
several inches below the surface. Make sure the 
blocks do not fall down by connecting them with 



	  

cement. You can also fill cinder blocks or any other type that has a gap in 
between with dirt.  
 
Wood is one of the easiest ways because you can place it a few inches 
deep, hold it up with stakes and you’re done. The drawback is that it can 
rot and is more upkeep. It can also soak up and hold water, which 
produces humidity and is not good for their respiratory systems. That is 
why you must seal and finish the wood so it does not take in water and rot. 
 
Tennis court fencing is another excellent option. It 
will last the life of your tortoise and has small 
openings so baby tortoises will not fit through. 
The only drawback is that the border is see-
though so you can buy plastic strips that are 
made specifically for these fences. 
 
Horsefields are known to wedge themselves between two corners and flip 
over the other side and dig below the border. Make sure there is a solid 
foundation along the boarder and impossible for them to dig under 
completely like a tunnel or dig just enough to prop the border up. A solid 
color that they cannot see out of helps them from walking along 
the perimeters and trying to go through. It is good to prevent any possible 
escape below the dirt. Options:  
● Make the boarder too heavy for them to wedge their shell between 

like concrete block or brick. Light wood sometimes allows their 
escape and can rot/weaken. 	  

● Barry boarder several inches below surface.	  
● Lay a metal wiring 7.5 cm (3 inches) below the surface throughout 

the entire pen and fasten securely to the border. 	  
 
2 Space 
Although you can get by with providing 1 square meter (10.7 square feet) 
of space it is best to provide more. Especially being outside you can 
usually provide more space than inside your house. For the happiest and 
healthiest tortoise provide 1.8 x 3 meters (6 x 10 ft.). You can fit several 
Horsefield’s in this space. You can provide housing even larger than that 
but it must be manageable, you don’t want to loose him! Set the space up 
where it will receive both sunlight and shade. When looking for a spot, 
focus more on sunlight because you can create shade, as I explain in 
“Hiding Spot” and “Plants & Shrubs” sections. Choose a spot that is dry 
and well drained.  
 
 



3 Protection  
Many animals can kill a Horsefield including rats, 
dogs, coyotes, possums, curious child, skunk, 
raccoons, hedgehogs, badgers, ants and large 
birds such as crows and hawks. Other hazards 
include falling tree branches, drowning from floods and heavy raining, any 
falling objects near by, and extreme temperatures. 
 
The level of protection needed depends on your circumstances. At the 
very-low risk level you can simply have a border of at least 40 cm or higher 
elevation. At the high-risk level you will need a full-enclosed housing. You 
can use chicken wire or any other similar mesh-like solution commonly 
found at your home improvement or hardware store.  
 
In case of an emergency have indoor housing as a back-up. If indoor 
housing would possibly be needed over an extended period of time a 
proper setup will be necessary. Most of these circumstances would be due 
to extreme weather or persistent predator animals. For guidance on indoor 
housing refer to that section.  
 
And be sure and watch out for 
sasquatch (bigfoot) too!      
 
 
 
4 Substrate  
It’s very important to have well-drained substrates. In simpler terms, make 
sure the ground is dry and not damp or wet ground because this replicates 
their natural surroundings and ground with a lot of moisture causes shell 
problems (usually on the bottom/plastron) and respiratory issues.  There 
are certain types of substrates that are idea outside including: 
● Grass 	  
● Alfalfa 	  
● Hay (such as timothy) 	  
● Wood chips	  
● Sand  	  
● Soil 	  
● Gravel	  
● Pine Bark Mulch	  
● Cypress mulch 	  
● Aspen bedding	  

 



	  

The best set-up for their substrate is to mix a few of these together. Do not 
only pick one. Buying the substrate from a pet store, landscaping or home 
improvement store is your best bet to get the highest quality. If you collect 
your substrate out in nature there is a chance that it is contaminated with 
animal droppings, pesticides etc. If you choose to do this examine the 
substrate closely and wash thoroughly for any possible hazardous 
contaminants.   
 
Outdoor housing requires less cleaning of Horsefield droppings and dirty 
substrate than indoor. On an as-needed basis, scoop out droppings and 
replace substrate.  
 
5 Elevation Change 
For outdoor housing it can be formed from dirt mounds if there are 
currently none. Using a shovel you can redistribute the dirt to make 
elevation changes. The mounds should be 7-20 cm high and sloped 
gradually enough for your pet to get to the top and down with ease. When 
making dirt mounds make sure to not leave ditches where you gather dirt. 
For that reason, a rake also works well.  
 
Horsefield tortoises love to climb and so for another type of elevation 
change rocks (or anything else they can climb onto) are a great idea. 
Scatter a few of these items around the housing so your pet can climb 
around on them. Make sure they are not too extreme that your tortoise will 
easily get rolled onto his back or injure himself.  
 
6 Water Dish 
Even though they could get by without it, this replicates the wild during the 
wet season when there are puddles and steams from the rain. Being 
outdoors, it can get dirty faster so make sure it is kept clean, doesn’t 
overflow from rain and is provided year-round. Being outdoors the water 
dish can get dirty faster with things falling in so be sure to clean it often.  
 
Make the water level shallow enough so that incase he gets rolled onto his 
back he will not drowned. Depending on the height of your water dish you 
may need to sink it into the ground a bit for easy access. For the outdoors 
a good water dish size is 30.5 cm (1 foot) in diameter and .6 to 1.2 cm (1/4 

- ½ inches) off the ground.  
 
Several materials work great including ceramic, 
metal and plastic. There are many water dishes 
manufactures specifally for reptiles and tortoises 



or you can find your own from a shallow dog bowl, large lids from 
containers or bowls from your kitchen set.  
 
Another fun idea is to make a water drinking area out of cement and have 
it look like a steam or pond! You need to build it correctly to ensure that it 
will be properly sealed and built to last.  

  
7 Hiding Spot 
A hiding spot provides shelter and relieves stressful situations. Your 
tortoise needs to be able to hide from rain, extreme temperatures, wind, 
provides shade and aggressive males wanting to mate the female or mess 
with weaker males as well as to use when they hibernate. You will need 
two types of hiding spots: 
 
A) First, you will need to provide one fully enclosed hiding spot especially 

useful for hibernation, rough weather and egg laying. 
The substrate needs to be well-drained sandy soil 
30 cm deep (1 foot) for your tortoise to dig into and 
regulate his temperature. If your soil is not ideal then 
replace with sand or gravel and lay hay on top. There 
are many commercial grade hiding spots that you can 

purchase like the picture shown on the left. Other options include: 
 
● Commercial grade small dog house	  
● Upside down plastic storage bin 

(with entrance cut into one of the 
sides)  	  

 
B) The second type of hiding spot will consist of plants or other objects like 

a good-sized rock. Many plants like fountain grass 
do an excellent job and they can crawl into many of 
these plants.  
 
They will not be hibernation or laying eggs here but 
this provides a quick getaway for shade or visual 
barrier.  
 
The best hiding spot setup is to have at least one A 
type “fully enclosed” spot and two or more B types.  
 

   
You are not only limited to these listed above. You can make a hiding spot 
out of anything under the sun that is safe for your pet. Just remember that 



	  

the hiding spot needs to be dry and in a well-drained area. Such ideas 
include:  

● Box out of wood that has been sealed and finished 	  
● Concrete or brick blocks and a sturdy roof	  
● Hollow log	  
● Small garbage can	  
● Large clay or PVC pipe 	  
● Small shed	  

 
8 Plants & Shrubs  
Provide scattered plants and shrubs in the pen. This provides shade, 
shelter and edible vegetation. These play an important role as a sight 
barrier/hiding spot. With two or more Horsefield tortoises in the housing 
(never mix other types of tortoises in the same housing) the aggressor will 
lose interest very quickly when the other tortoise hides behind an object 
and he can no longer visibly see the other tortoise.    
 
For the most part your Horsefield tortoise will know what he can and can 
not eat so do not let this worry you but to be on the safe side do not 
include any toxic plants, including: 
 
Toxic Plants to Avoid 
● Aconite	  
● Anemone	  
● Azalea	  
● Begonia	  
● Bird of Paradise	  
● Buttercup	  
● Calla lily	  
● Cyclamen	  
● Dianthus	  
● Foxglove	  
● Hemlock 	  
● Hydrangea	  
● Ivy	  
● Lily of the Valley	  
● Lobelia 	  
● Mistletoe	  
● Nightshade	  
● Oleander	  
● Prunus species 	  
● Ragwort	  
● Rhododendron	  



● Sweetpea	  
 
In the areas where you are planting shrubs and plants it is a good idea to 
add soil that will help them grow. This can include manure, miracle grow 
and any other materials that help each individual plant.  
 
The natural plant growth in the housing can also work well. In most 
landscapes grass and weeds will naturally start growing in this space and 
can work great for flooring along the pen. Plants may also grow naturally in 
this space too with no planting or work on your part.  
 
A great option is to take slips from several plants and shrubs in other parts 
of your yard and plant them inside the tortoise housing. Take a slip from 
either a solid branch or from the root (depending on the type of plant) to 
then transplant. This approach saves you money and it serves as a good 
indicator that that type of plant will survive and grow well since it is already 
doing so in your yard.     
 
There are thousands of plants and shrubs that will work great for your 
tortoises outdoor housing. To start, here are some preapproved ones that 
are edible and will work well in most backyards and climates: 
 
Edible 
● Flowering Maple	  
● bishop's goutweed	  
● yarrow	  
● agave	  
● aloe	  
● Hollychock	  
● Tall oat grass 	  
● Butterfly Bush	  
● Shepard's purse	  
● chicory 	  
● Bermuda Grass 	  
● Wild carrot 	  
● wild rosemary	  
● fennel	  
● Yellow bedstraw 	  
● Hibiscus	  

● Prickly Pear 	  
● English plantain	  
● Meadow sage 	  



	  

● Chia	  
● Fig	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
9 Basking spot 
Create one basking spot by making the highest elevation change mound 
away from any shade and far enough away from the boarder so that your 
pet can’t escape. This will be the hottest part of the housing where he can 
heat up when he needs to. You can even add more concentrated 
rocky/sand surface that other parts of the housing as a heat conduit and 
make the spot hotter. The outdoor ground/dirt could be tough in your yard 
so you may need to use a small to medium size shovel and/or rake.    

 
10 Temperature 
Reptiles are cold blooded and the Horsefield is no exception. The extreme 
temperatures that you need to keep your pet in are above freezing in 
Winter and below 40.5 Celsius (105 Fahrenheit) in summer. If reach above 
or below these extremes you need to take him inside. But the idea 
temperature that you should keep your pet in outdoors is 20-35 Celsius 
(68-95 Fahrenheit) in the summer and 5-10 Celsius (41-50 Fahrenheit) in 
the winter.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Can you spot what’s wrong? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Indoor 
If weather conditions do not fit with in the guidelines: 
● Above freezing in Winter	  
● Below 40.5 Celsius (105 Fahrenheit) in summer	  
● No excessive rain, hail, wind or predators 	  

 
It is also controversial that indoors is the ideal way for new baby hatchlings 
for the first 1-2 years as you can control their habitat the most. I take the 
natural habitat approach as they are proven to thrive in these 
circumstances overall. After all, baby Horsefields grew up in the wild for 
some time before indoor housing by humans came along! The answer is, 
either way is fine and if your outdoor conditions are permitting then I 
recommend doing that.  
 
 
1 Border & House  
With indoor housing you have a few different options than with outdoor yet 
the same principles apply. We want to have non-see through walls. There 
are several options that work great. 
● Large plastic containers- in stores you can find large sweater boxes 

and under-the-bed containers that 
work well. This is quick and easy 
but the walls can be clear so you 
can use tape or paint the outside. 
Look for solid color containers. 
Also, make sure the border height 
is at least 40 centimeters (15.7 
inches) for adults because these 
containers can be short sometimes. 	  

 



● Ready made kits- these are a great fast solution to housing. One 
popular type is called a tortoise table. They don’t give the biggest 
space but if your living situation is on the smaller side then these will 

work well. Some have partly clear 
walls. Watch your tortoise and after the 
initial settling of his new home, if he 
continues to constantly try to walk 
through the glass section then use tape 
or paint on the outside. You can come 
up with your own solutions as well if 
these two options for covering up the 
glass do not suit you. This behavior 
depends on each individual pet, as 
they all have their different 

personalities and many will not have a problem with the glass. But 
you do not want your tortoise to endlessly try to go through the clear 
wall and in that case you must make the wall non-visible. 	  

 



	  

● Wood- the third option is to use wood for your housing. Plastic, glass 
and wood are all great options for indoor housing. Wood housing 
has worked great for many owners out there. One negative with 

wood is that it is possible for it to 
rot due to the chance of it holding 
moisture. Most of this concern is 
with outdoor housing since it is 
exposed more to the elements. 
You are pretty safe using wood 
indoors if you stay within these 
guidelines. It is important to treat 
the wood to repel water and keep it 

as waterproof as possible. This Mediterranean tortoise requires a 
lower level of humidity than its friends, the tropical tortoises. Over 
time water can seep into the wood. This causes the wood to hold 
more moisture and raises the humidity level and also rots the wood. 
This also means the housing requires more maintenance!  If you go 

this route use 19 mm (¾ inch) 
hardwood such as oak, plywood, 
veneer or pine. Stay away from any 
softer wood like particle-board. If 
the wood has not been treated you 
will need to add a protective layer 
to it in order to lock out moisture. 
The best way to go about this is to 
use a veneer, laminate, or liquid 

coating like paint or plastic. It is a lot of fun to be involved with 
making the house if you have the skills to build it yourself. If not, 
there are plenty of ready build “tortoise tables” available in the 
marketplace. 	  

 
 
2 Space 
The average Horsefield pet owner has less space to offer indoors but the 
bigger the area you can provide the better. An adult needs a minimum of 1 
square meter (10.7 square feet) of housing. If there is an area in your 
house that can provide more space than 1 square meter (10.7 square feet) 
that definitely use it. With a good amount of space, your Horsefield will feel 
much more at home and peaceful. Having a larger area to live in and less 
stress with enable him to live a much happier and healthier life.   
 



Separate enclosures may be required for each sex. This would be 
necessary if you don’t plan on breeding or if the male is aggressive with 
the female, which can often happen.  
 
3 Protection  
Housing your tortoise indoors brings about its own set of risks. When you 
are deciding on a place for your pets housing be on the lookout for:  
● Potential falling objects	  
● In reach of small children	  
● In reach of dogs or cats	  
● Temperature changes because it’s close to a door, window, ceiling 

fan, heater, air conditioning or air vent	  
 
Be sure and position the housing away from all these potential hazards.  
 
4 Substrate  
Substrate is important for indoor housing and provides your tortoise with a 
good footing and temperature regulation just like it does for outdoor 
housing. Refer to the previous list on substrate in the outdoor section with 
the exception of grass since it will not be growing in your indoor housing. In 
addition, for indoors you can use shredded newspaper and remember to 
mix a few together.  
 
With an indoor housing, Horsefield droppings and dirty substrate will need 
to be cleaned more often than outdoor. Expect to maintain, replace 
substrate and scoop out droppings everyday to every other day. Also be 
sure to clean the enclosure, water dish, and food area with a disinfectant 
several times a week.   
 
5 Elevation Change  
This will provide a change in elevation to simulate the wild life and 
temperature differences that your Horsefield would experience outdoors. 
Simply use your hands to push together substrate to make elevation 
changes. Make 1-3 mounds. Make one mound next to the lamp, as this will 
be your basking spot.   
 
6 Water Dish 
They need a water dish year-round indoors too. They get a good amount 
from the food they eat but allowing water all the time will keep your tortoise 
in top condition. Make sure the water dish is not deep enough that your pet 
could drowned if it accidentally is on its back in the dish. Be sure to clean 
the water dish often.  
 



	  

7 Hiding Spot 
A hiding spot can be made out of anything like a container turned upside 
down with cut out entrance or a small dog house. It needs to have 
visible barriers, meaning you cannot see through the walls. This is 
important because they need a private area to feel secure and provide 
shade as well as a place to lay egg. Hibernation is the only activity your 
Horsefield will not be doing indoors with a hiding spot, contrary to outside 
housing. Also, for the females and subordinate males to get away from 
aggressive males if there area multiple tortoises in the same pen. For 
inside housing the bedding needs to be at least 6 inches of sandy soil with 
grass and hay on top. 
 
*You will need two types of hiding spots. See Outdoor Housing above. 
 
8 Plants & Shrubs 
The Horsefield tortoise is used to a rocky and rough environment. In an 
artificial environment they thrive with these types of conditions. This natural 
environment is crucial because it will keep them 
healthier and much happier with less stress when they 
feel at home. We are a bit more limited indoors with 
having live plants present but we will make up for that 
with other materials.  

 
● Place logs for him to go under and around  	  
● Rocks to crawl on top of	  
● Be sure to make a under passage where 

the tortoise can go under either with a 
propped up rock or log and sure it is 
sturdy	  

 
Although we are limited on live plants we should still put some plants and 
shrubs in his environment.  
 
Again, we want to make sure anything we put into his housing is sanitary 
and not contaminated including rocks, logs, and plants. Even though it 
would make sense to look in your yard for a flat rock that probably wouldn’t 
be the best idea. Animal dropping, pesticides and tons of other 
contaminants could possibly be on that rock. Even though the rock in your 
yard is free I recommend buying one (and all other materials) from a store. 
If you do choose to find your own in nature be cautious and wash off the 
materials. 
  
9 Basking Spot 



For the indoors, we want to make an elevation increase so push together 
the substrate to form a mount. Make it under the lighting but not too close! 
Now, same as the outdoors, we will add a heat conduit such as a flat rock 
or sand. This area is important for your tortoise to be able to self regulate 
his body temperature.  
  
10 Temperature & Lighting 
Temperature 
This is a Mediterranean species so there needs to be a difference in 
temperature from the daytime to the night (unlike the tropical tortoises who 

need a constant temperature). 
 
One side will also be different in temperature than the other 
because of the light we will put in. Your Horsefield will move 
from one side to the other depending on his heat needs. We 

don’t need to have winter temperature for your indoor housing because we 
will not be hibernating him in this housing.  
 
Because we can control the temperature inside I have shortened the 
temperature ranges a bit for the ideal conditions. Set a thermometer by the 
housing to keep an eye on the temperature.  
 
 
  

 
Warmer Side 

 
Cooler Side 

 
Daytime 
 
 

 
33.9 C 
93 F 

 
23.9 C 
75 F 

 
Night Time  

 
23.9 C 
75 F 

 
21 C 
70 F 

 
 
 
 
Lighting 
Choosing the lighting wattage will depend on what temperature that area in 
your house already is. Set up your housing and then put a thermometer 
next to it. You will need to reference the temperature range chart above 
and determine based off the temperature you get at your house on how 



	  

powerful your wattage needs to be. This is why setting up 
your housing several days before you have your tortoise is 
so important.  
● We will use an incandescent lamp during the 

daytime because it produces light in addition to heat. 	  
 
● In addition, provide a UVB (Ultraviolet B 

Waves) light. Keep it on the say time 
during the day as the incandescent light. 
The UVB provides crucial calcium that 
plays an important role in his 
metabolism. 	  

 
 
● Then, during night we will use a ceramic emitter because it gives of 

heat with no light. 	  
 
These two lights combined will make a natural 
daytime/ nighttime effect indoors. For the easiest 
maintenance choose lights with timers so they will 
automatically turn on and off.  
 
Be sure to place these heat sources at one end of 
the housing. That will enable your pet to go to one 

end or the other depending on his temperature needs at the time.  
 
You can find these at most pet, hardware and home improvement stores. 
All reptile stores should carry these three lights. Buying online can also be 
a great place if you can’t access a store.  
 
Artificial lights are no substitute for natural 
sunlight. If you house your Horsefield indoors 
you need to take him outside as much as you 
can for him to get exposed to natural 
sunlight. You can easily set up mobile pens 
with a reliable border.  
 
The amount of time your pet Horsefield receives the correct amount of light 
is just as important as the temperature and lights itself! With the wrong 
temperature, lights or amount you will see problems in his eating habit. 
The correct amount of time needs for your lights to be on is 8-9 hours. The 
explanation of this is that we need to replicate the outdoors. The amount of 
sunlight that hits the ground between sunrise to sunset is around 13 to 17 



hours and 15 hours on average. But there are many different temperatures 
within the day, the morning and evening being cooler and midday being 
hottest. So we only need 8-9 hours with your lighting because it is a 
constant hot temperature.  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Food 
This is a crucial component to having your 
pet be the happiest and healthiest 
possible. Following proper guidelines is 
so important because there is much room 
for errors that can be very impactful. 

They are herbivores and browsers in the 
wild. Browsers are animals that eat mainly 
leafy greens and berries. Horsefields also 

eat mushrooms, insects and carrion in the wild. It is impossible for us to 
replicate exactly what they eat in the wild because it is based of their 
Mediterranean homeland and its seasons. Our goal is to get as close to 
that as we can. This takes effort and is not as easy as other pets but 
having an awesome pet Horsefield is worth it and a lot of fun! 

Most of the food we will be feeding him are based around green leaves 
and edible flowers. In addition, they need a diet high in calcium and fiber 
and low in protein. Having a variety of food (as much as possible) is 
important to being healthy. Do not get in the routine of feeding them the 
same thing everyday. 

 

Food Sources 

The correct natural diet that your Horsefield tortoise is use to in the wild 
and will be needed to maintain peak health, maximum vitality and live to be 
the happiest, most stress free and longest life possible. The best version of 
himself will all come down to the correct environment and diet that you will 
provide him.   

Having the correct food types, water and amounts do nothing though and 
cannot be processed or metabolized if the temperature and lighting is not 
right. A Horsefield tortoise can starve to death with all the food in front of 
him if the temperature is wrong. The temperature needs to be around 23.9 
to 35 Celsius (75 to 95 Fahrenheit). So be sure, in the Housing section, to 
execute the correct temperature and lighting.  



 
Horsefields eat plants known to be poisonous to humans but consume 
them just fine. There are plants that are poisonous to Horsefields, including 
mushrooms and certain plants, but they are not always the same ones that 
are poisonous to us humans.  

One important thing to ask yourself is “where am I going to actually get the 
food from to feed my tortoise?” Because it is crucial to have a large variety 
of food it is also likely that you will pull food from several sources.   
Grocery Stores  

Grocery stores and your local supermarket are going to be one of the most 
convenient go-to places to buy food from. But you must not rely on this one 
source alone, although it seems like the perfect solution, these food 
markets actually provide food that can contain pesticide residues and also 
have unhealthy fiber sugar levels for your Horsefield. You can get quite a 
few leafy greens and vegetables from grocery stores but your pet can 
become unhealthy with only store bought food.  

 

Online  

There are only a few food items you should be buying online, two include 
cuttlebone fish and Mazuri Tortoise Diet ®. The rest of your online 
purchases should be based around housing and getting his living 
conditions right.  

 

Pet Stores  

Ovoid general and generic large pet stores as they are usually not trained 
on the specific needs or a Horsefield tortoise, not do they ever usually sell 
any food products that you should feed your tortoise. There are few good 
products like Mazuri Tortoise Diet ® but there are many ones that they 
might try to refer you to.  

Seek the advice from specialty reptile stores. Most establishments have 
extensive knowledge of the needs of Horsefields. The majority of your food 
will not be found here as you need fresh leafy greens and vegetables and 
they are not a food market.  



	  

 

Grow Food Yourself  

Probably the best option, yet the most involved and time consuming, is to 
grow the plants from seed yourself in a home 
garden. This can be grown like any other 
backyard garden and the set up will depend 
on your surroundings.  

Many of these plants can be grown in the 
tortoise’s outdoor housing. Even if you only 
have indoor housing for your tortoise it is still 

possible to grow food. If you have any outdoor part to your house that 
received a decent amount of sunlight, water and nutrients then you can 
you can set up a garden. You can also grow these plants indoors in pots.  

 

Community Farmers Market Events 

There is a good chance that your local community has a weekly or monthly 
event where local growers will bring their produce to the public. The usual 

setting is a community center or popular 
blocked off street where dozens of farmers set 
up tents and display their produce to 
individuals walking by. 

These events can be a great food source 
where you can buy spectacular organic fruits 
and vegetables to feed your tortoise.  Most 
farmers can produce some of the most 

extremely fresh, pesticide free, natural and organic food you can get your 
hands on.  

 

Pick From Your Local Area 

Because many of the items they eat include all those weeds that grow in a 
lawn setting you can look to any many areas where you live to pick from. 
Places like parks, school grounds or yards of your neighbors will work. 
One big problem is to make sure that these areas do not spray chemicals 



such as pesticides, insecticides, weed-killers and 
fertilizers or next to a road that can be exposed to 
motor oil, gasoline and antifreeze. Never pick 
from an area that you are not 100% sure it is not 
contaminated, it is not worth poisoning your 
tortoise.  

 

 List of Food 

Endive 

Escarole 

Grass (Bermuda, Rye, Alfalfa, Blue grass, Fescue) 

Radicchio 

Green leaf lettuce 

Chicory 

Pumpkin 

Hibiscus flower and leaf 

Hosta 

Sedum 

Mulberry leaves 

Dandelion (one of their favorite!) 

Mallow 

Henbit 

Chrysanthemum flowers 

White (Dutch) clover 



	  

Rose leaves and pedals  

Sow thistle  

Plantains 

Clover 

Plantagos 

Wild Mustard greens 

Most broad leaf weeds 

Grape leaves 

Japanese waxleaf 

Ficus leaves 

Kale 

Collard greens 

Turnip greens 

Pear cactus, feed him the pads (called nopales)  

Aloe vera  

Artichoke  

Celery 

Cucumber 

Fig 

Sweet peppers 

Violet 

Watercress 



Mazuri Tortoise Diet ® (exception to the pellet rule)  

 

Use Sparingly 

Romaine lettuce 

Red leaf lettuce 

Cabbage  

Spinach 

Bok Choy 

Chard   

Shredded carrot and top 

Zucchini/ Squash  

Bell peppers 

Broccoli  

Shredded sweet potatoes  

Shredded beets and tops 

Okra 

 

 Fruit 

Feed him fruit on occasion, around once or twice a week. 
Keep it sparingly because excessive amounts will cause 
diarrhea, parasites and colic. Consider it a sweet treat; 
you don’t want to feed him candy all day long!      

● Strawberries 	  
● Tomatoes	  



	  

● Apples	  
● Pears	  
● Berries	  
● Prickly pear cactus apples	  
● Watermelon 	  
● Banana 	  
● Papaya 	  

 

Supplements  

Cuttlefish Bone   

This bone helps to add calcium to their diet. You can 
either leave a bone in his housing and have him self 
regulate how much calcium he needs or scape some off 
into a edible powder over his food using a knife.  

If the bone is left in his housing it will also serve to wear 
down his beak. This can help if your pet is using his 
sharp beak too much of his surroundings including other 
tortoises. They can be purchased at a reptile pet supply store. 

 

What to Avoid  

There are many consequences, including death, if a proper diet is not 
implemented correctly. Health signs include scute pyramiding due to over 
feeding or high protein. The tragedy of poor health, low quality of life and 
early death can be prevented you make sure to know what is harmful to 
your Horsefield tortoise.  

 

Over Feeding  

Especially if you are keeping your pet indoors because they get less 
exercise and hibernate less. They can overeat and not live as long. 

 



 

Unnatural   

Food that has been sprayed with pesticides or in large grocery stores as it 
contains less nutritional value. Using grocery stores is okay in moderation 
but do not solely rely on this as your only source of food. Always buy or 
grow organic if possible. 

 

Pelleted Food 

This does not sit well with Horsefield tortoises and this is something they 
would never encounter in the wild so it needs to be avoided. Untrained 
employees at large generic pet stores could unknowingly suggest types of 
pelleted food. This includes any pelleted food such as dog or cat food.  

 

Excessive Protein  

types of meat or any other high protein foods need to be avoided. The 
Horsefield tortoise is an herbivore and not a carnivore. They will eat meat if 
you give it to them so be sure to keep any meat out of his housing. Protein 
is important for a Horsefield tortoise but excessive protein can be 
damaging.  

● Any meat (protein) 	  
● Peas (protein) 	  
● Beans (protein) 	  
● Any animal meat (protein)	  
● Iceberg lettuce (no nutrients) 	  
● Head lettuces (no nutrients)	  
● Cat or dog food (pellets) 	  
● Any commercial dried food	  
● Spoiled or moldy food	  
● Excessive fruit 	  
● Melons (excessive moisture) 	  

 

 



	  

More Information 

If you need more information to get even more dialed in as to what to feed 
your pet, the best places for you to go are your local museum, plant 
nursery, specialist vet or reputable tortoise group. More information topics 
to obtain can include what plants to feed in your local area, what is edible 
and what is poisonous.    
 

Outdoors   

One of the many great advantages of housing outdoors is that you can let 
your tortoise eat naturally and browse on what is in the pen. Horsefields 
will naturally eat the right amount of food and not overeat, preventing 
obesity. This works well because it takes much of the guesswork out of 
feeding your tortoise. They can eat the grass, weeds, dandelions, wild 
plants etc. in the outdoor setting. Some will naturally grow in the housing 
and you should also definitely plant and grow others in his housing, which 
will serve as a hiding spot and to browse on.  This natural browsing mixed 
with a variety of food you provide will be an excellent diet. 

Occasionally, you might see your tortoise eat an insect. This is perfectly 
normal, as this is a small portion of their diet in the wild. If there is enough 
grass, weeds and plants in the housing you may only need to feed your 
tortoise 1 to 3 times a week.   

 
Coprophagy 
Sometimes Horsefields partake in Coprophagy, the act of eating ones 
feces, or others. They do this because their digestive system is very basic 
and much of the nutrients are not absorbed the first time. Don’t be 
alarmed, it’s okay for them and there is usually nothing to be done on your 
part about this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Serve 
Served food on a flat rock, food bowl or anything 
else that will keep his food separate from the 
substrate and sanitary.  
It can be hazardous to serve on substrate if they 
ingest substrate materials such as sand, dirt, mulch 
etc. Clean and sanitize their feeding area several 
times a week and remove food at the end of the day.   

 
Either serve food in small amounts once a day or larger amounts several 
times a week. You can figure out what works best off his reaction and your 
own schedule. The best time to give him food is in the morning or evening 
(when he is most active).  
 
 
Food Amount  
You need to feed your tortoise the right amount of food because 
overfeeding or underfeeding can both have their own health related issues. 
A high food intake will increase his growth rate but this is actually not a 
good thing. It is unnatural and they should not grow too fast. It is much 
healthier to feed him a medium amount of food and see average growth.  
 
Knowing the right amount to feed your tortoise is subjective. There is no 
one-size-fits-all answer. This will depend 
on your tortoise’s size and age. 
Experiment and watch how much he 
eats. Also see he doesn’t eat as an 
indication of his dislikes.  
 
You should mix several different food 
items together into a salad-looking dish 
for him. Leafy greens, shredded 
vegetables and a little cut fruit is an 
ideal meal for him. Remember variety is the key; the more variety the 
better.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Water 
In the wild tortoises drink more in the winter 
and wet season where puddles and steams 
are available and less in the summer and dry 
season where they 
mainly rely on water from the plants and 
vegetation they eat.  
 
In captivity however it is important to provide 
water year around so that they have access at 
any time. They will regulate and drink what 

they need so do not worry they will consume too much.  Clean the water 
bowl out every day to several times a week depending on how fast it gets 
dirty. 
 
One to two times a week put your tortoise is shallow water for around five 
to fifteen minutes. They will hydrate and also relieve themselves in the 
water. Because of the relieving part, make sure to do this in a difference 
water bowl than the one they regularly drink from!   
 
 
 

 
 

 
 



Hibernating 
The natural cycle of a Horsefield tortoise in the wild is to hibernate for 
months during the wintertime. The exact times depend on several factories 
but hibernating usually occurs between October and March. Horsefields 
will dig into the ground until they find the perfect temperature and then take 
a snooze. 
 
In captivity, there is a debate and not everyone hibernates their tortoise. 
Because they naturally hibernate in the wild I recommend hibernating your 
tortoise for 2 to 4 months out of the year. The reason they hibernate longer 
in the wild is that their resources run dry but because we now control  
their resources we will be hibernating for a shorter period. This is the best 
practice, I believe, because it is in their nature to hibernate after thousands 
of years of doing so as a species and this will result in the best version of 
your tortoise that he can be.  
 
Wait until a baby tortoise is at least one year old. Death can occur because 
of their size and weight when they are less than 1 years old. After that 
everything applies and they can be hibernated like an adult.  
 
The healthier, heavier and bigger the tortoise the better when it comes to 
hibernation. You should never hibernate a tortoise that is sick or under-
weight for its size as this usually results in death. There are several stages 
below explaining what to do.  
 
 
Before 
Before you hibernate your Horsefield there are certain measures you must 
take. The most important thing is for your Horsefield to be health enough to 
sustain a state of no food and nutrition. Death can occur during 
hibernation. Take him to your veterinarian for a check-up and only 
hibernate if he is healthy enough to do so.  
 
Weight & Length 
Your Horsefield must be a healthy weight and length to hibernate. Weigh 
and measure your tortoise to see if he is healthy enough. The best way to 
measure his length is take two pieces of wood, have him retreat into his 
shell, put each piece of wood at the front and back of the shell and then 



	  

measure the distance. Once you have the weight and length use the 
Jackson Graph below to determine is he is okay to hibernate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Food Consumption  
A Horsefield cannot have any food in his stomach when hibernating or the 
food will rot inside him and he will probably die. So, you need to gradually 
feed him less and less over the span of 2 to 4 weeks depending on the 
size and weight of your Horsefield. Then, right before hibernation put the 
tortoise in slightly warm water several times to get everything out of his 
system (they relieve themselves in shallow water). This will prevent any 
rotting inside.  
 
Temperature  
The temperature needs to be gradually decreasing in the fall before 
hibernation. This kicks in their pre-hibernation senses and biological 
hardwiring for what is to come. The perfect temperature is between 10 
Celsius (50 Fahrenheit) and 18 Celsius (65 Fahrenheit).   
 
 
Hibernation  
 
Outdoor  
You can provide outdoor hibernation if the temperature is 5- 7.5 Celsius 
(40- 45 Fahrenheit) outdoors during the winter for at least 2 months. If not, 
hibernate him indoors.  The hibernation housing must be very dry, flood-
proof and unable for predators to access him.   
 
Start the hibernation process (with the “Before” section above) during the 
fall season so that the temperature is dropping several weeks before 
hibernation.  
 
Use a hiding spot and make sure it is out of harms way.  
● Commercial grade small dog house	  
● Upside down plastic storage bin (with entrance cut into one of the 

sides)  	  
●  Box out of wood that has been sealed and finished 	  
● Concrete or brick blocks and a sturdy roof	  
● Hollow log	  
● Small garbage can	  
● Large clay or PVC pipe 	  
● Small shed	  

 
Inside the hibernator have the bottom be at least 15 cm (6 inches) of dry, 
well-drained substrate for him to burrow into and self-regulate his 



	  

temperature. Then on top of the substrate put peat moss, grass clipping 
and hay down.  
 
 
 
Indoor  
We will set up hibernation in a refrigerator or wine cooler for indoors. This 
works best for most Horsefield owners because we can regulate the 
temperature. We will then make a specially constructed box designed so 
that we can regulate his ideal temperature and humidity needs. The ideal 
temperature to consistently keep your refrigerator or wine cooler at is 
between 5- 7.5 Celsius (40- 45 Fahrenheit).  
 
Specially Designed Box: 
● Construct an outside box out of a sturdy, water resistant material 

such as thick cardboard plywood or other wood 	  
● Then, fill the box with polystyrene chips or crumpled newspaper 

acting as an insulator 	  
● Next, place a cardboard box inside the outer box. The cardboard 

box can be 15 cm (6 inches) to 30 cm (12 inches) in each direction 
of the outer box walls	  

● Fill the cardboard box with shredded paper. Other options include 
placing a few inches of top soil with leaves, grass clippings, hay or 
sphagnum moss on top; this allows the tortoise to dig into the 
substrate and regulate the temperature a bit more for himself. This 
also provides some humidity but the substrate should never ever be 
wet. Place your tortoise inside the cardboard box.	  

● One tortoise per box	  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

During Hibernation 
 
Perform Check Up's  

check and record your tortoises weight once a week to 
make sure he is not loosing too much weight. Extreme 
drops in weight (more than 10% of bodyweight) would 
result in drastic measures of taking your tortoise out of 
hibernation. A normal and expected weight drop of 1% of 
its bodyweight is fine. If they urinate they should also be 
taken out of hibernation. Record all data including start of 

hibernation, weight and length. Continue to record weight weekly.  
 
Fresh Air 
Open the door to the refrigerator or wine cooler every 48 hours to provide 
fresh air and circulation.   
 
Consistent Temperature 
The most important thing is keeping a consistent temperature during 
hibernation. This is especially concerning outdoors because you cannot 



	  

control the temperature. Keep a thermometer near his hibernating area 
and keep an eye on it weekly.  
 
 
Ideal temperature:   
MIN  - 5 Celsius (40 Fahrenheit)  
MAX – 7.5 Celsius (45 Fahrenheit) 
 
Absolute temperature limits: 
MIN  - 2 Celsius (35.6 Fahrenheit)  
MAX - 10 Celsius (50 Fahrenheit) 
 
It is not okay to let the temperature fall in the “absolute temperature limits.” 
You need to get the temperature within the ideal conditions. The “absolute 
temperature limits” are there to warn you that any temperature outside of 
that will result tragically. Temperatures below 2 Celsius (35.6 Fahrenheit) 
will freeze your tortoise and results in death. Any temperature above 10 
Celsius (50 Fahrenheit) will awake him.  
 
After 
 

When the 2-4 month duration is up then it is 
time to take your pet out of hibernation. This 
can be achieved by raising the temperature 
over the next few days. When the temperature 
passes 10 Celsius (50 Fahrenheit) your 
tortoise will start to awake out of his 
hibernation. Their systems are depleted of all 
their vital nutrients and food at this stage.   

 
Here are the steps to take after hibernation: 
 
● Make sure his eyes are clear and open	  
● Check his tail and back-end 	  
● Bath in slightly warm water	  
● Return to his normal housing. If the outdoor temperature is not warm 

keep him inside with a basking light as it is crucial for your tortoise to 
warm up for his system to start functioning again and passing urine. 
The housing temperature should be 27 Celsius (80 Fahrenheit) with 
a basking spot of 35 Celsius (95 Fahrenheit) for him to warm up.	  

● Offer food the first day but it may take a few days for him to come 
around to eating	  



● If there are any problems such us not eating within a week, does not 
restore energy, signification weight loss or discharge take him to the 
vet	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	  

Breeding 
Determining the Sex 
 
Male Horsefield tortoises have longer tails while felames have shorter tails. 
Females are larger in size as an adult.  
 
 
             Male          Female 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
It’s hard to tell with baby tortoises if they are a boy or girl, it might not 
always be what you think.   
 
The plastron (bottom of shell) of a Horsefield tortoise is always flat (other 
types of tortoises have a curved plastron for males).  
 
Captive Breeding 
Pairing  
The pair should be matched as closely as possible, based on the physical 
looks, region of birth, geographical locality. These variables will increase 
the success rate of breeding. It is best to get the pair at the same time and 
raise them both, as the owner. This increases the success rate as well, 
much more so that wild caught tortoises.  
 



Also, only select healthy Horsefields to breed. Any Horsefield with a history 
of bad heath or old age should not breed. And, of course, toroises of the 
same kind can only breed (ex: Horsefields, Hermann, Galapagos etc.).  
 
If your objective to breed your tortoise then you will definitely want to 
hibernate each year to provide a seasonal change to produce breeding 
cues. Mating takes place in the springtime (March, April, May) right as they 
come out of hibernation. Temperatures are crucial. Make sure the 
temperature in your housing is correct.  
 
Age & Size 
He/she will be will be able to breed at around age 7 to 10, assuming they 
will be hibernated. They can breed at a sooner age when not hibernated 
but that is not recommended for breeding. They are at a mature size and 
able to breed at 10 cm (4 inches) for males and 18 cm (7 inches) for 
females.  
 
Egg Laying 
When the female will lay eggs depends on several factors like time of 
mating, temperature, length of day etc. Most mating happens in the spring 
after hibernation but the Horsefield tortoise is known to mate year-round. In 
most case, after hibernation and breeding the egg laying time will come.  
 
The same housing hiding spot that you provide is where the female will lay 
her eggs. Make sure to have the substrate correct and the eggs are safe 
from predictors. The substrate needs to consist of at least 15 cm (6 inches) 
of inches of topsoil with consisting of a mix of sand and soil topped with 
leaves, grass clippings, hay or sphagnum moss. This will allow the female 
to dig down enough to lay her eggs. Females often will lay 2 to 3 batches 
of eggs at 2 week intervals. Make sure you provide enough water for the 
female (as you should year round) as they use extra water while they lay 
eggs.  
 
 
Aggression during Mating 
Male Horsefield tortoises can be extremely physically aggressive towards 
the female around the time of mating. Observe them to make sure it does 
not get out of control, as it sometimes can, and provide hiding spots for the 
female (discussed in Housing).  
 
 
 
 



	  

Separation 
A good trick, if you don’t see any action, is to separate the male for a week 
or so and then put him back in the same housing as the female. This can 
reignite his interest after a time away from her.  
 
Another purpose for separation is if the aggression gets out of control. 
When rejoined this is though to also increase fertility in males.  
 
Egg Care 
Once the mother tortoise lays eggs you might be wondering what to do!  
 
Natural 
If the temperature is correct, no possible predators and the eggs are in a 
dry area away from the rain then you can have them hatched naturally. If 
this is the case, keep a protective eye on the eggs and let nature take its 
course. The tortoises will hatch and emerge all on their own.  
 
Incubator  
In most other cases you will need to hatch the eggs artificially in an 
incubator. The plus side to this is that it is usually safer and you can 

choose their sex.  
 
When removing the eggs and putting them in the 
incubator, do not wash off the little bit of mucous. 
The mucous fights off germs and bacteria, helping 
the tortoises hatch safely. For substrate, you can 
use perlite, soil, sand or peat moss. Each of these 

substrates will work great. 
 
The duration of this process will take between 50 and 100 days, around 65 
days on average. Most of the basic instructions will come with the 
incubator you choose but the following are a few Horsefield specific rules 
to know. It needs to be moist but not wet with 60%-80% relative humidity.  
 

 



 
 
Hatchling Care 

Babies right from birth are very independent and on 
their own. They require the same temperature, food 
and housing that adults do. Babies can be housed 
indoor or outdoor.   
 
Babies need to be handles gently as their shells 
and entire bodies are more delicate. Don’t 
hibernate baby tortoises their first year. Wait until 
they are at least one year old.  

 
Watching your eggs hatch and having baby Horsefield tortoises run around 
is a lot of fun, enjoy!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Health  

Executing the proper care laid out in the previous chapters will prevent and 
eliminate many of the possible problems that a Horsefield tortoise can run 
into. The best offense is a good defense when it comes to caring for your 
Horsefields health. The fundamental bases to cover are buying captive- 
bred, adequate heat, hydration and correct variety of food. Horsefield 
tortoises need a slightly higher temperature to improve recovery from 
health issues such as shell/skin injuries or viruses, increase the 
temperature a few degrees in these situation.   
 
Though even the most meticulous owners can run into problems so this 
chapter will cover the most commonly occurring issues. Find and get 
acquainted with a veterinarian in your area before any problems arise so 
that you act fast.  
 
 
Appearance  
Hygiene  
Always wash your hands with antibacterial soap in warm water before and 
after handling your tortoise. This benefits both you and your pet.  
 
Grooming 
The beak and nails can grow too long and need to be trimmed. This is 
usually do to soft substrates so to combat this you can provide a rougher 
substrate and furnish with rocks for him to crawl on as well as a flat rock to 
serve his food on. It could also be from too many soft foods or a form of 
Metabolic Bone Disease (MBD) that is an imbalance of calcium and 
phosphorus in their diet. These approaches can prevent the problem. You 
can use an emery board or nail file to trim down his beak and nails. The 
more you consistently hold him the more comfortable he will be to let you 
trim him. File in the direction that his nails are growing.  
 
Depending on what your pet’s specific cause is, you can put a solid 
cuttlebone in the housing, serve more chewable greens/plants and harder 
vegetables like carrots.  
 
In more extreme cases you can use dog or bird nail trimmers. Make sure 
not to cut too far by holding the nail up to the light to see their vein. Also be 
cautious of his beak because you can damage it if not cut properly. If the 



nails or beak are beyond your care, have your veterinarian do the 
trimming. If it is beyond a simple light sanding down of the beak or nails 
you should seek a professional veterinarian.  
 
Soft Shell  
A soft shell happens to newborn tortoises when they do not get the calcium 
and UVB light needed. This is a serious problem and can set them up for 
failure for the rest of their life. To fix this, feed an adequate amount of 
calcium (in supplement form if needed) and the correct UVB lighting. 
Indoor housing can be cause of insufficient UVB. The best heat and 
lighting is outdoors so bring your pet outside as much as possible even if 
you can’t permanently house outside and have the correct UVB lighting for 
indoors.  
 
Pyramiding  

This is when the scutes on the shell form bump 
like pyramids. It is a controversy over what 
causes this. Previously, many said it was due to 
feeding too much protein and overfeeding.  
 
Now, more solid theory’s blame incorrect heat 
and hydration. Either way, it is from inadequate 
care from the tortoises owner. The most sensitive 
time for shell development is early in life within 
the first few years. One secret is make sure that 

the eggs are in a moist place, not too dry but not too wet. Pyramiding 
cannot be fixed but you can prevent it. If you provide all the necessary care 
this will not happened to your tortoise. The actual pyramiding of the shell 
(not the nutritional deficiencies) will not harm your tortoise and don’t pose 
major concerns.  
   
Abnormal Scutes  
Scutes that are oddly formed or split are a result of incubation 
temperatures that are too high. Splitting of a scute is more common in 
females. The good news is that there are no discomfort or health issues 
associated with this, though it should be avoided and correct incubation 
settings need to be in place.  
 

Parasites  
Parasites are very common with this type of tortoise. Getting parasites 
outdoors is more likely than indoors, the tortoise is exposed to more 
parasite prone opportunities. If a bird takes a birdbath in his water bowl or 



	  

a raccoon (or other animal) investigates the tortoises housing the tortoise 
could pick up the parasite. Getting a parasite indoors happens less often 
but it is still possible, for example, another tortoise could have a parasite 
and pass it on.  
 
Native caught are much more likely to be carriers of parasites than captive 
bred, which is another reason why is it best to only deal with captive bred. 
Tortoises can a low level or parasites and be okay if the tortoise is healthy. 
If his health falls, the parasites will multiply and could end up killing your 
pet. The best measure to take to fight back against parasites is to keep 
your tortoise healthy and maintain a clean housing. There are two types of 
parasites; ectoparasites and endoparasites.  
  
Ecto 
Ectoparasites are on the outside of the body. Ectoparasites occur more in 
wild caught tortoises. 
 
Mites are rare but can occur. They are the size of a pinhead or smaller. 
You can find them in the neck and leg folds of the skin. You can visually 
see them moving around and they leave behind a dusty waist.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ticks are bigger than mites, they are more common and can be found in 
the same places.  
 



 
 
Both mites and ticks can be physically removed using a brush or tweezers. 
Mites are easier to brush away but tacks attach more to the skin so pull 
away from the skin with tweezers and try your best to takes the ticks head 
off too. Many times the tick’s head does not come off and is buried in the 
skin. Leave the head in the skin and disinfect with antiseptic.  



	  

When performing this, always do it away from the housing to keep it clean.  
In addition, the best preventative way to avoid parasites is to keep a clean 
housing area: change the water every other day, clean indoor housing, 
switch out substrate, use antibacterial wipes on indoor housing etc.  
 
Maggots are the larval stage before a fly becomes…well, a fly. In most 
animals this only occurs with an open wound, where the fly will plant its 
larval eggs in that area. This occurs with tortoises as well but also they can 
be planted in tucked away crevasses. Every so often, pick up and deeply 
examine your tortoise for maggots, among other issues.  This can occur 
especially where to skin meets the shell.  
 
 
Endo  
Endoparasites are on the inside of the body. Ectoparasites occur more 
often than ectoparasites. A tortoise in the same pen can pass this (or 
another disease) to another tortoise. The chances of this happening 
multiply when wild caught or different tortoise species are involved and so 
neither of these two are ever recommended. 
 
Ecto 
Endoparasites are like ecto in that both occur most often outdoors and 
having endo or ecto is ok if your tortoise is in good health.  Actually, your 
pet will more than likely get them outdoors but this is natural and okay 
once again if a good health level is maintained.  
 
Signs that indicate your tortoise has parasites will be prevalent when all 
the living conditions stay the same but his behavior changes. This could be 
that he doesn’t eat, eyes are closes, nose is runny, runny stool with no 
shape as opposed to its normal pellet like stool or worms in the stool. At 
this point you need to take your tortoise into your veterinarian. Bring a stool 
sample to your vet for examination. If your visit is not the same day store 
the stool in a cool place like a refrigerator.  
 
Most endoparasites will fall into 2 types: 
 
Protozoans 
Protozoans are single-cell organisms, usually flagellates and amoebas. A 
horsefield tortoise can get along okay with a few but stress will trigger an 
abundance. If it gets out of control then you can use a drug like 
metronidazole to rid protozoans.      
 
 



Helminths  
Helminths are parasitic worms including flatworms, roundworms and also 
tapeworms. Fenbendazole (Panacur brand) is the most commonly used 
drug for this.  
 
In conclusion of parasites, it is okay and common for a horsefield tortoise 
to have a low level of parasites. But if you see signs and indications that 
level of parasites are affecting your tortoise use the instructed steps and 
see your veterinarian for further assistance.  The proactive actions are to 
get captive bred, keep the housing clean, observe and inspect your pet 
often.  
 
Infectious Diseases 
Respiratory  

This problem happens a lot. The cause is from too low of 
temperatures. The symptoms are a runny nose, abnormal 
eyes or a constantly open mouth. Bring the temperature 
back up to the level it needs to be at to fix this respiratory 
issue. Also, for a short time, raise the temperature a bit 
higher that normal and lower the humidity. If that doesn’t fix 

the problem see your vet for antibiotics.  
 
Herpes 
There is no cure and it is very contagious. Isolate this tortoise from any 
other animal. You can treat your tortoise Acyclovir, an antiviral drug.  This 
drug will help to suppress herpes and help him live longer. Horsefield 
tortoises can die from herpes not a lot is known about this disease but 
stress can accelerate its growth.  
 
Injuries 
A tortoise can be inflicted injuries by accident on himself or by predator 
bites. Also, aggressive behavior with one another, especially revolving 
around mating can result in injury. Horsefield tortoise males are extremely 
aggressive when it comes to mating. Be aware of these and separate 
when needed to avoid ramming, biting and even death. When tortoises 
have such health issues in the wild then gravitate to warmer temperatures. 
Increase the temperature a few degrees to help their immune system to 
fight back harder to help improve recovery.  
 
Skin injuries can be taken care of by washing with fresh running water and 
then clean it with povidone iodine. Do not wipe the injury. Lastly, put 



	  

antibiotic ointment in the injury. Within a warm and dry temperature it 
should form a scab and start to head.   
 
Shell injuries can be taken care of by using Betadine.  
 
Watch the injured area to make sure it heals properly and it does not get a 
bacterial infection. If the wound is more severe, as the owner, you are 
obligated to get medical attention (via veterinarian) for your tortoise.  
 
Septicemia  
This is an infection that usually happens with young tortoises. This 
infection runs in the tortoises blood and usually doesn’t have a very good 
outcome. You can tell he has septicemia when there is visible internal or 
external bleeding between the keratin layers (or creases/divides) in the 
shell. 
 
It takes a bit to get to this point and there are several signs that you can 
look for before it gets very bad and turns into septicemia. These pre-
warning signs include a runny nose, lethargy and sunken eyes.  
 
Metabolic Bone Disease (MBD) 
This disease is very common. It is caused from a lack of nutrients; calcium, 
vitamin D and UV light. The first signs are when the shell gets soft and 
their jaw starts to get messed up. If untreated, both signs will worsen to the 
point of further body malfunction.  
 
A simple explanation is that bones account for much of a tortoise’s body 
(shell included). When it doesn’t get enough of the nutrients that the bones 
need they start to bread down.  
 
To prevent this feed your tortoise a variety of foods, cuttlebone, and UV 
exposure through either a lamp or natural sunlight.   
 
If you think your pet might have MBD take him to the vet. The vet will most 
likely prescribe calcium supplements and instruct you to feed him extra 
high nutritional foods and UV exposure.  Foods high in calcium include 
cactus pads, collard greens, dandelions, mulberry leaves, mustard greens 
and turnip tops.   
 
 



Eating & Digestion  
Urine & Hydration 
Their urine looks like a paste like/ whitish chalk, many for the first time 
wonder if there is something wrong but this is their normal urine. It is this 
way for them to conserve water and this appearance means your pet has a 
good hydration level. Dehydration will result in serious consequences so 
soak your pet in water at least once a week to make sure he is well 
hydrated.   
 
Won’t Eat 
When your tortoise will not eat it is usually from the temperature being too 
cold. If inside housing, raise to the correct temperatures. If outdoors, bring 
inside and provide correct temperature levels. This should straighten out 
the problem.   
 
Eating But Abnormal  
If he is eating an adequate amount of food but seems like he's not eating 
at all and low energy it is from the temperature being too warm. The food is 
being processed to fast and is not being completely digested.  
 
Bladder Stones 
Bladder stones can be caused from dehydration and a diet too high in 
protein. When this happens the bladder will reabsorb urinary water. This 

will then form a bladder stone. Hopefully 
the tortoise can have the bladder stone 
exit through its intestine. If not, the 
bladder stone will lead to a ensuing 
death. Watching the protein intake and 
providing a water dish the entire time can 
easily prevent all this. Make sure to 
regularly clean out the water dish and 
soak your pet in a separate water source 
once a week for hydration and urination. 

Seek medical attention through a veterinarian if the bladder stone does not 
pass as it is life threatening.     
 
 
 
 


